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It’s a service
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It’s a site
http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/findingaids
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It’s being shared
IUCAT
OCLC Worldcat
ArchiveGrid
SNAC
Web Stats
● Repositories
○ 14
● Finding Aids Online
○ 1,139
● Digitized Items
○ 84,277
● Average sessions/month
○ 3,400
Fındıng aıds onlıne: CIC Comparıson
❄ Michigan - 5,000+
❄ Minnesota - 4,000+
❄ Iowa - 2,500+
IU is doing well, but not as awesome as 
we thought.
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Current process
Create
EAD XML template
Publish
Xubmit versioning
Digitize Items
Upload & add links
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EAD and Oxygen required
EAD Creatıon Tools
❄ ArchivesSpace
❄ CollectiveAccess
❄ IAC-AtoM
❄ AtoM
❄ California Digital Library
❄ Archives Hub
❄ oXygen XML Editor
Sample Finding Aid
EAD Tool Evaluatıon
❄ Evaluation Criteria
☆ Time
☆ Modification
☆ Exporting
☆ User friendliness
☆ Performance success
☆ Documentation
Tool Time EAD Export User-Friendly Successful Documentation
ArchivesSpace 1 hour 30 mins Unsure Slightly Moderately Slightly
CollectiveAccess Unsure Yes Unsure Unsure Moderately
ICA-AtoM 1 hour 17 mins Yes Moderately Moderately Quite
AtoM 1 hr 5 mins Yes Very Moderately Quite
California Digital Library 1 hr 3 mins Yes Very Extremely Moderately
Archives Hub 56 mins Yes Very Extremely Moderately
oXygen XML Editor 48 mins Yes Moderately Extremely Quite*
Next Steps
❄ Workflow discussion
❄ Collection-level EAD and publication
☆ Archives Hub
☆ OAC tool
EAD3
EAD3 Tımelıne
❄ October 2010: Call for comments
❄ February 28, 2011: Deadline for comments
❄ August 2011: Discussion forum at SAA Annual Meeting
❄ Spring 2012: Working meeting of TS-EAD
❄ February 2013: Alpha release, open alpha comment 
period
❄ May 1, 2013: End of alpha comment period
❄ August 2013: Release of Beta schema for testing and 
comment
❄ October 1, 2013: End of beta comment period
❄ February 2014: Gamma comment period
❄ August 2015: EAD3 released
EAD3 Goals
❄ Greater conceptual & semantic consistency
❄ Sync EAD encoding with other protocols 
(EAC-CPF, LOD)
❄ Support encodings in multiple languages
❄ Keep in mind current EAD users
From Preface, EAD3 Tag Library
What we’ve notıced ın EAD3
❄ Information about finding aid file
❄ Encoding physical description (extent)
❄ Encoding controlled access terms (subjects 
and names)
❄ Links and title/date info structure
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Implementing EAD3
❄ Currently use XTF from CDL
☆ can change XSL for display
❄ No tools supporting EAD3 now (waiting for 
customers to ask or for transformation)
☆ Archives Hub and OAC tools we’re 
considering included
❄ What does it do for us beyond using the 
latest version? TBD
Questıons?
          Comments!
jlhardes@iu.edu
ekclarke@indiana.edu
